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Management of western pine beetle 
(Dendroctonus brevicomis) in old-growth
ponderosa pine forests of the West

In 1920’s old-growth
ponderosa pine were
common in the West.

As many of these trees
reached senescence, the
WPB recycled them. 

Infested trees during 1910-20’s period were cut, debarked 
and the direct sunlight then killed the WPB brood.
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WPB-infested trees were also cut
and sprayed with oil sprays.  The
oil penetrated the
bark and killed the brood

J.M. Miller

F.P. Keen

Studies on relationships between fire and WPB infestations
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Keen set up experimental plots at Pringle
Falls, Oregon

A look at what’s going on with
ponderosa pine and its interaction
with the western pine beetle:

Defense of the tree by means of
its resin system.
The life history of the WPB

Epithelial cells that surround
the resin canals

Ponderosa pine has Pre-
formed resin canals
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Read the pressure
of the resin within
the resin ducts

Pressure gauge
inserted in tree

Severs
resin duct

Water being pulled
up from roots and
transpired through
the foliage: heavy-duty
pull on the water conducting
elements (tracheids)

Hot-dry day

Water is pulled out of
the epithelial cells of
the resin canals!

Pressure on
the resin
drops!
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Resin Pressure System of PiPo
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Differences in resin
pressure during the day
between a tree with sufficient
water (2) and a tree in water stress (1).
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Diurnal flight of the western pine beetle

They fly between
5:00 - 6:00pm
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The life history of the
western pine beetle

Remember the host selection
plan, “…female pioneering
beetle finds susceptible tree
and so forth…”.  Ok?

Adult males and females 
mass attack a mature 
ponderosa pine and kill it
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(1) Females cut “S-shaped” egg
galleries in phloem.  

(2) They lay eggs along margins of 
these galleries.

Egg gallery

Eggs hatch & larvae
mostly feed in the 
outer bark.

Since the larvae are in
the outer bark, woodpeckers
go after them.

In early summer, the beetles
pupate within the bark
and emerge as adults
to seek new hosts
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In June the new adults fly off in a new
host selection flight.

F.P. Keen was
a great (keen) observer

Keen noticed that certain kind of
ponderosa pines were attacked
by the WPB

These kinds!

Keen classified PiPo into those of “Low Risk” and those
of “High Risk”: trees susceptible to WBP attack.
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Low risk PiPo were
thrifty with dark green
foliage. Bark fissures
were deep as the trees
grew fast over the years.
Crowns were full with no
evidence of top kill.

High risk PiPo were
ragged looking, crowns
were thin as trees over the
years dropped more and
more of their foliage.  Dying
tops were common.  The
bark fissures were shallow
or hardly noticeable, “buck
skin bark.”

Of course, what F.P. Keen was observing in the “high risk”
trees was the fact these pines were suffering from water 
stress for many years.  These trees were dropping foliage 
to reduce their transpirational surface area & the 
trees, accordingly, were growing slowly -- or not
at all.

Young PiPo

Old PiPo

Low Risk High Risk

My tree classification
system.
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The long and short of it is that
Keen’s classification system
for ponderosa pine worked well.  
If the high risk trees are logged out
the WPBs won’t come!

3D

3C

4D

4C

100%

100%

50%

80%

A Cutting Budget: F.P. Keen

Logging the
high risk trees
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On federal lands today and in the future:

• Rotations will be long
• Large areas will be in ecological preserves
• The western pine beetle will be back on the 

scene!
• A tree salvage system based on Keen’s 
classification will once more serve as a 
silvicultural system to mitigate WPB damage


